
Grade K Math  

Duration TEK Concept/ Unit Key Understanding Materials/Resources Assessment Stem 

Activities Used

1st 9  Unit 01: Beginning Our Journey

Weeks
Measurement- Time Relationships exist between the days of a week on a Math Centers L= Recite the 7 days of the week.

Number- Counting Numbers calendar. A calendar shows the days of a week. Subject Appropriate Books
One week consits of 7 days. Calendar M= Point out the 7 days of the week on a calendar.
Number words are recited in a proper order represent Manipulatives
sequence. Number words go in an order. Numbers have Math Workbook H= Rearrange the 7 days of the week to put in
names. sequential order.

1nd 9 Unit 02: Counting Through 5
Weeks

Numbers- Counting Numbers The last number named includes all of the objects in the set.Subject Appropriate Books L= Count how many objects are in a set.
Numbers describe the quantity of a set. Numbers describe Math Centers

how many are in a set. Calendar M= Correlate a number to the number of objects in

Objects can be counted in any order and the total will remainManipulatives a set.

the same. Math Workbook

H= Conclude that objects in a set can be counted in 

1st 9 Unit 03: Repeating Patterns any order and the total stays the same.

Weeks
Patterns- Repeating Patterns can be identified, extended, and created in a varietyCalendar L= Identify patterns in the classroom.

of ways. Colors, shapes, or sounds that happen again and Subject Appropriate Books

again in order make a pattern. Patterns can be found in manyMath Centers M= Extend a pattern using different manipulatives.

ways. Manipulatives

Patterns enable us to recognize the underlying order of a setMath Workbook H= Produce patterns in a variety of ways: colors, 

and make predictions regarding members of sets. A numbers, letters, and shapes.

repeating patterns has a core that repeats many times.

1st 9 Unit 04: Our Journey Continues

Weeks
Measurement- Time Relationships exist between the months in a year, the days Calendar L= Identify/name that there are 12 months in a year

Number- Counting Numbers of a week, and the dates on a calendar. Days of the week Math Centers and 7 days in a week.

and months of the year make up a calendar. A calendar Subject Appropriate Books

keeps track of time. Math Workbook M= Locate the month and day of the week on the

Number words recited in a proper order represent sequence. calendar.

Number words go in an order. Numbers have names.

H= Reform the date using the calendar.

1st 9 Unit 05: Counting through 10

Weeks
Numbers- Whole Numbers The last number named includes all of the objects in the set.Manipulatives L= Recite whole numbers by 1's.

Numbers- Counting Numbers Number words and numerals are connected and both Math Centers

Numbers represent the quantity counted. Numbers describe the Subject Appropriate Books M= Conclude that number words and numerals

quantity of a set. Calendar represent a quantity.

Objects can be counted in any order and the total will remainMath Workbook

the same. H= Support that objects counted in any order will 



Recognize small number sets up to 5 without counting them have the same total every time. 

one by one.

2nd 9 Unit 06: Repeating Patterns

Weeks

Pattern- Repeating, Predictions Patterns can be identified, extended, and created in a varietyManipulatives
of ways. Math Centers

Patterns enable us to recognize the underlying order of a setSubject Appropriate Books

and make predictions regarding members of sets. PatternsCalendar

help us see the layout of objects and make predictions 

regarding what comes next.

2nd 9 Unit 07: Geometry: Sorting by Attributes

Weeks
Geometry- Attributes Objects and shapes can be identified and described by Manipulatives

attributes. Objects and shapes have common labels such asMath Centers

size, color, position, etc. Subject Appropriate Books

Informal vocabulary is used to describe the attributes of 

objects and shapes.

Objects and shapes can be represented through words. 

Words can decribe objects and shapes.

2nd 9 Unit 08:  Comparing Numbers through 10

Weeks
Quantitative Reasoning- Compare and Order More, less, and same are basic relationships that contributeCalendar

Quantitative Reasoning- Composing, Decomposingto the overall concept of numeration. Words can be Math Centers

Statistics- Data used to compare two sets of objects. Subject Appropriate Books

Numbers- Conting Numbers As parts of a whole are rearranged, the whole does not Manipulatives

Measurement- Time change.

Numbers are related to each other through a variety of

relationships.

Data involves counts and comparisons, each aid in developing

numeration and connecting it to the real world.  Graphs are

used for sorting and displaying data.

Number words recited in a proper order represent a 

sequence.

The calendar is a tool to tell time of year. Months are part of

a calendar that help us describe time. 

2nd 9 Unit 09: Geometry: Determining Sorting

Weeks Rules

Geometry- Attribute Objects and shapes can be identified and described by Math Centers

attributes. Subject Appropriate Books

Informal vocabulary is used to describe the attributes of Manipulatives

objects and shapes.

Objects and shapes can be described using words.



3rd 9 Unit 10:  Ordering Objects and Events

Weeks
Number- Order/Sequence Mathematical language is used to define the relative positionMath Centers

of numbers, objects, or events. Words describe position. Subject Appropriate Books

Positions of numbers, objects, or events explain their Manipulatives

location in space.

3rd 9 Unit 11: Counting through 15

Weeks
Quantitative Reasoning- Compare and Order More, less, and same are relationships that contribute to theManipulatives

Statistics- Data, Representation overall concept of numeration. Words can be used to compareMath Centers

Operations- Addition, Subtraction, Quantitative two sets of objects. Subject Appropriate Books

Reasoning- Representation Numbers describe the quantity of a set. Calendar

Numbers- Counting Numbers Data involves counts and comparisons, each aid in developing

Measurement- Time numeration and connecting it to the real world. 

Graphs are used for gathering, sorting, and displaying data.

Mathematical knowledge is built through problem solving.

A variety of appropriate strategies can be used to solve 

problems.

Problems can be worked in many different ways.

Models, symbols, words, and illustrations can be used to

describe mathematical concepts and ideas.

Number words recited in proper order represent a sequence.

The calendar is a tool to tell time of year. Dates, days of the

weeks, and months of the year make up a calendar to keep

track of time. 

3rd 9 Unit 12: Geometry: Attributes of Two-

Weeks Dimensional Figures

Geometry- Two Dimensional Objects and shapes can be identified and described by Manipulatives

Number- Order/Sequence attributes. Math Centers

Number- Order/Sequence/Geometry Two Informal vocabulary is used to describe the attributes of Subject Appropriate Books

Dimensional objects and shaes. Words can be used to describe the 

attributes of objects and shapes.

Mathematical language is used to define the relative position

of numbers, orders, or events. Words can be used to describe

position.

Position of numbers, objects, or events explain their location

in space.

Positional language is used to specify the location of an 

object and identify relationships among the positions of

objects. Positional words are used to give the location of an

objects or shape.

Visualizing objects or figures from one position to another

involves imagining what an object looks like from multiple

points of view.



3rd 9 Unit 13: Fractions

Weeks

Number- Fractions Fractional parts are like equal parts of a whole. Manipulatives

A whole can be separated into equal and unequal parts. Math Centers

Fractional parts of a whole only come from equal parts. Subject Appropriate Books

3rd 9 Unit 14: Counting through 20

Weeks
Numbers- Whole Numbers, Quantitative Reasoning,More, less, and same are basic relationships that contribute Manipulatives L=

Compare and Order to the overall concept of numeration. Words can be used toMath Centers

Statisitics- Data compare two sets of objects. Subject Appropriate Books

Operations- Addition and Subtraction Numbers describe the quantity of a set. Calendar M= 

Numbers- Counting Numbers Data involves counts and comparisons; each aid in 

Measurement- Time developing numeration and connecting it to the real world.

Graphs are used for gathering, sorting, and displaying data. H= 

Mathematical knowledge is built through problem solving.

A variety of appropriate strategies can be used to solve

problems.

Problems can worked in many different ways.

Models, symbols, words, and illustrations can be used to 

describe mathematical concepts and ideas.

Number words recited in a proper order represent sequence.

Number words go in an order. Numbers have names.

The calendar is a tool to tell time of year. Dates, days of the 

week, and months of the year make up a calendar to keep

track of time. 

4th 9 Unit 15: Patterns
Weeks

Patterns- Repeating, Visual, Predicting Patterns can be identified, extended, and created in a varietyManipulatives

of ways. Calendar

Patterns enable us to recognize the underlying order of a setMath Centers

and make predictions regarding members of sets. PatternsSubject Appropriate Books

help us see the layout of objects and make predictions

regarding what comes next.

4th 9 Unit 16: Geometry: Attributes of Three-

Weeks Dimensional Figures

Geometry- Three Dimensional Objects and shapes can be identified and described by Manipulatives

Number- Order/Sequence attributes. Math Centers

Number- Order/Sequence, Geometry- Three- Informal vocabulary is used to describe the attributes of Subject Appropriate Books

Dimensional shapes. Words can be used to describe the attributes of 

objects and shapes.

Mathematical language is used to define the relative position

of numbers, objects, or events. 

Words can be used to describe position.



Positional language is used to specify the location of an 

object and identify relationships among the positions of 

objects. Positional words are used to give the location of an

object or shape.

Visualizing objects or figures from one position to another

involves imagining what an object looks like from multiple

points of view.

4th 9 Unit 17: Direct Comparisons

Weeks
Measurement- Length Length is an attribute of objects. Manipulatives

Measurement- Area Common baselines are needed to compare length. Math Centers

Measurement- Weight/Mass Comparative language is used to communicate results of Subject Appropriate Books

Measurement- Capacity length.

Measurement- Temperature Words are used to describe how long an object can be.

Measurement- Time Area is an attribute of objects.

Comparative language is used to communicate results of

area. 

Words are used to describe the amount of space an object or

figure takes up.

Comparative language is used to communicate results of

weight/mass. Words are used to describe how heavy or 

light objects can be.

Heft can used to determine the heaviness or lightness of an

object.

Comparative language can describe capacity. Words can 

describe the maximum amount a container can hold. 

Relative temperature can be determined by physical touch.

Comparative language is used to communicate results of

temperature. Words can describe the different of two objects

by touch.

Comparative language is used to describe duration of time.

Words can describe how long an event lasts.


